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     ÖĞRENCİLERİN DİKKATİNE!
1. Optik formdaki bilgilerin size ait olup olmadığını kontrol ediniz. 

2. Optik form üzerindeki kodlamaları kurşun kalemle yapınız. 

3. Kitapçık türünü optik formda ilgili alana kodlayınız.

4. Optik form üzerindeki kodlanmış alanlarda ve sol kenardaki 
çizgilerde karalama yapmayınız.

5. Sınav puanı yalnızca doğru cevaplar üzerinden hesaplanacaktır.
Soru sayısı     : 20
Sınav süresi   : 40 dakika (1 ders saati)
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4.

Which of the following months is Gina talking about 
above?

A) January B) February

C) November D) December

Gina : Today is Thursday and the date is 
28/12/2023.

1.

Which of the following completes the conversation 
above?

A) When do you do your homework

B) What do you do at weekends

C) Do you get up early on weekdays

D) Where do you have lunch

Andrew : - - - -?
Mike : I hang around or skateboard with my  

friends.

3.

Which of the following completes the conversation 
above?

A) 1. Oh, it is my favourite 
2. Yes, please

B) 1. No, thanks
2. Yes, I love it

C) 1. Sure. I like it
2. No, thank you

D) 1. No, I don’t
2. I’m sorry, I don’t like it

John’s Preferences

Coffee Croissant

Andy : Do you want some coffee?
John : 1. - - - -.
Andy : Do you want a croissant?
John : 2. - - - -.

2.

Which of the following does the boy NOT prefer for 
the lunch?

A) sandwich B) cheese

C) sausages D) lemonade

Mum : Hi, dear. Do you want a sandwich for lunch?
Boy : Yes, please. 
Mum : What do you prefer in it?
Boy : I prefer cheese.
Mum : Do you want some sausages in it?
Boy : No, thanks.
Mum : Do you want to drink something?
Boy : Yes, I want to drink lemonade.
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8.

Which of the following does NOT complete the 
conversation above?

A) more interesting B) better      

C) more enjoyable D) worse

Jason  : I love living in big cities.
Sandy : Why?
Jason  : Living in big cities is - - - - than living in small 

cities.

9.

According to the text above, Andy is - - - -, Mike is - - - - 
and James is - - - - years old.

A) 13 / 15 / 17 B) 15 / 17 / 13      

C) 17 / 15 / 13 D) 17 / 13 / 15

Linda  : I have three sons. Their names are Andy, 
Mike and James. Andy is older than Mike 
and James. Mike is younger than James. 
How old can they be?

5.

                                                          - - - -?
Which of the following shows the label in the 
product above?

A) Date marking B) Country of origin

C) Name of the food D) Ingredient list

6.

Which of the following completes the conversation 
according to the visual above?

A) waiting in line B) riding a bike

C) sitting on a bench D) feeding birds

Tina : Hi, Cindy. What are you doing?
Cindy : Hello. I’ m - - - -.

7.

Which of the following completes the sentence 
above?

A) sad                 B) happy                     

C) energetic            D) good

Rafael : I don’t like wet and cold days.         
I feel - - - -. 

10. Hello, my name is Sandra. I live in Paris. In winters, it 
is snowy and freezing in Paris. I like snowy weather 
because I play snowballs with my friends and I feel 
energetic and happy. I wear thick clothes like sweaters 
and hats. 
According to the text above, Sandra - - - -.

A) lives in Berlin

B) likes snowy weather

C) feels moody and bored

D) wears T-shirts and sandals    
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11.

Which of the following completes the conversation 
according to the visual above?

A) selling jam

B) rowing a gondola

C) walking in the countryside

D) riding a camel

Ruth : What are they doing?
Rudy : They are drawing a picture.
Ruth : No.
Rudy : Are they - - - -?
Ruth : Yes, they are.

13.

Which of the following completes the conversation 
above?

A) What’s the weather like in London

B) How do you go to London

C) What do you like doing in London

D) How do you feel in London

Lora : - - - -?
Harry : It’s cool and rainy.

12.

Which of the following activities in the table is NOT 
correct?

A) 1 B) 2 C) 3 D) 4

1
He is running.

2 He is playing with his toys.

3
He is eating a banana.

4
He is skipping a rope.

14. The table shows Henry’s likes and dislikes.

Henry thinks Turkish kebab is - - - - than pizza.

Which of the following completes the sentence 
above ?

A) worse B) better

C) noisier D) colder

15.

According to the text above, who is Robert?

A) B)

C) D)

Jeremy : I’m Jeremy. We are at a party with my 
friends now and we are doing different 
things. Mark is dancing and Jude is listening 
to music. Robert is singing a song and I’m 
playing with balloons. We’re having great 
fun.
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18.

Which of the following completes the conversation 
above?

A) rainy / happy B) cloudy / tired

C) windy / scared D) snowy / sleepy

Ashley : How do you feel on - - - - days?

  Carl : I feel - - - -.

19.

According to the text above, Nancy - - - -.

A) makes a snowman

B) doesn’t like snowy weather

C) feels bored in winter

D) loves thick clothes

Nancy : I love snowy weather. I can do a lot of fun 
things. I make a snowman. I feel really happy 
in winter but I don’t like wearing thick clothes.

17.

Which of the following completes the conversation 
above?

A) hailing B) stormy

C) snowy D) sunny

Daisy : Let’s play chess at home after school.
Sue  : The weather is hot and - - - -. Why don’t we 

go swimming?
Daisy : OK.

TEST BİTTİ.
CEVAPLARINIZI KONTROL EDİNİZ.

20.

Which of the following completes the conversation 
according to the visual above?

A) sitting on a bench B) listening to music

C) crossing the street D) waiting for the bus

Harry : What are they doing?
Mick : They are - - - -.

16.

Which of the following is NOT correct according to 
the table above?

A) Blue is more expensive than Green.

B) Green is more expensive than Blue.

C) Black is more expensive than Green.

D) White is more expensive than Black.

CAR PRICE
Blue $30.000
Green $50.000
Black $60.000
White $75.000
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